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ABSTRACT
Superconducting detectors have become essential devices for high-performance single-photon counting over a wide wavelength range with
excellent time resolution. Detector fabrication typically relies on resist-based lithography processes, which can limit possibilities for device
integration, e.g., on unconventional substrates. Here, we demonstrate a resist-free fabrication route for realizing superconducting nanowire
single-photon detectors based on focused electron beam-induced deposition. Utilizing direct writing of a Pt–C mask, we achieved nanowire
meanders with linewidths below 100 nm, operated them as superconducting devices for the detection of visible and near-infrared photons,
and showed detector integration on side-polished optical fibers. Being compatible with device fabrication on curved irregular surfaces, our
approach could enable superconducting detector integration in complex configurations.

© 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0080674

Superconducting devices are crucial elements for diverse appli-
cations ranging from microwave quantum circuits to highly sensitive
quantum detectors.1 The emergence of superconducting nanowire
single-photon detectors2 (SNSPDs) has significantly impacted sev-
eral research fields in quantum optics and beyond, where the
detection of light with a high efficiency and signal-to-noise ratio
is central due to weak optical signals. During the last two decades,
SNSPDs were developed from research prototypes to commer-
cial products, providing excellent performance metrics including
picosecond time resolution, low intrinsic dark count rates (mHz
range and below), and near-unity detection efficiency from visi-
ble to near-infrared wavelengths.3,4 Significant advances have also
been achieved in up-scaling this technology in terms of active area
and number of pixels5,6 and in integrating these detectors with
waveguide technology and photonic integrated circuits.7

For the realization of nanoscale superconducting devices
applied in modern quantum technologies, resist-based lithography
processes are most commonly employed. While these processes are
well-suited for conventional planar substrates, they can be linked
with limitations for device fabrication on surfaces that are irregular,

are curved, or exhibit large three-dimensional topography. Nanofab-
rication approaches relying on focused charged particle beams can
circumvent such limitations, and previous demonstrations have
shown that they are suitable for the realization of superconduct-
ing devices, including nanowires,8–10 Josephson junctions,11,12 res-
onators,13 and superconducting quantum interference devices,12,14

as well as nanowires, nanohelices, and nanotubes via direct focused
ion beam-induced deposition of superconducting materials.15 On
the other hand, focused charged particle beams have been suc-
cessfully employed for the fabrication of nanophotonic structures,
e.g., photonic crystal cavities,16 nanobeam cavities,17 and direct
microstructuring of optical fibers.18,19 In this Letter, we demonstrate
NbTiN nanowire structures fabricated via focused electron beam-
induced deposition (FEBID) of a Pt–C mask, followed by reactive
ion etching. We achieved superconducting devices on silicon sub-
strates and on side-polished optical fibers, showing single-photon
detector operation at visible and near-infrared wavelengths.

We fabricated superconducting single-photon detectors on sil-
icon substrates covered with thermal SiO2 via the nanofabrication
procedure shown in Fig. 1(a). First, NbTiN thin films with a film
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FIG. 1. NbTiN-based superconducting
single-photon detectors via focused elec-
tron beam-induced deposition (FEBID)
and reactive ion etching. (a) Process
flow of fabrication steps. (b) Atomic force
microscopy characterization after FEBID
of the Pt–C mask (scale bar 1 μm; Pt–C
height around 9 nm). (c) Scanning elec-
tron microscopy image of the supercon-
ducting nanowire detector after reactive
ion etching (scale bar 1 μm).

thickness of 9 nm were deposited using reactive magnetron co-
sputtering parameters described elsewhere.20 Metal contact pads
were deposited with a shadow mask via electron beam evapora-
tion (Cr 5 nm/Au 50 nm). Next, an etch mask for the mean-
dering nanowire was directly written by FEBID of Pt–C using an
organometallic precursor (typical writing time of a few minutes). A
primary electron energy of 10 keV, a current of 0.54 nA, and dwell
times in the range of 1.5–2.0 ms were used. The detector structure
was connected to the metal pads using focused ion beam-induced
deposition (FIBID; same precursor; 30 keV ion energy) due to the
higher deposition rates than FEBID.

The Pt–C mask was characterized by atomic force microscopy
(AFM), with a representative example shown in Fig. 1(b) (Pt–C mask
height around 9 nm). As a last step in detector fabrication, reac-
tive ion etching with fluorine-based chemistry was employed for
nanowire meander pattern transfer of the Pt–C mask to the super-
conducting NbTiN film. A scanning electron micrograph of a typical
device is shown in Fig. 1(c), where the nanowire width was around

100 nm for a meander of 5 × 5 μm2. The etch mask deposited by
FEBID was found to be compatible with the CF4/O2/Ar etching step
commonly used for patterning NbTiN nanowires via resist-based
approaches. The edge roughness of the resulting nanowire devices
appeared comparable to conventional electron beam lithography
processes; however, the imaging results were not quantified due to
potential ambiguities resulting from the remaining Pt–C mask.

The superconducting nanowire structures were tested in a
Gifford–McMahon cryocooler operating at around 2.5 K. The sam-
ple chips were mounted on a printed circuit board with RF connec-
tors and characterized during flood illumination using commercial
readout electronics relying on a room temperature amplification
stage. The count rate curves for the three cases of no illumina-
tion, 650 nm illumination, and 850 nm illumination are presented
in Fig. 2(a). Note that in the flood illumination case, the remain-
ing Pt–C mask will have an impact on the optical absorption in the
SNSPD. Considering the worst-case assumption of a Pt film with
9 nm thickness, we would expect an optical transmittance of around

FIG. 2. Characterization of the supercon-
ducting nanowire single-photon detector
(SNSPD) fabricated via the focused elec-
tron beam-induced deposition route. (a)
SNSPD count rates for the cases of no
illumination (dark counts), 650 nm pho-
tons, and 850 nm photons measured
under flood illumination. (b) Representa-
tive voltage pulse of SNSPD detection
counts (averaged over more than 2000
trigger events).
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30%.21 In the presented experimental configuration, the remaining
mask had a significant C content, and the thickness was reduced
by the CF4/O2/Ar etch; hence, we expect optical transmittance sig-
nificantly exceeding 30%, which would also be acceptable for some
applications employing the devices in top illumination. The device
shown here had a critical current of 22.5 μA and approached sat-
urating internal quantum efficiency for visible and near-infrared
wavelengths. As expected, the onset of photon counts was observed
at lower bias current values for photons with higher energy. The
critical current value was about 30% lower than that of SNSPDs
fabricated by electron beam lithography, which is attributed to cur-
rent crowding in some relatively narrow turns and/or non-obvious
edge roughness of the NbTiN nanowire. The dark count rate of the
detector device was relatively low, with values around 10 Hz for
bias currents close to the critical current. The voltage pulse sig-
nal for single-photon detector operation is shown in Fig. 2(b)
(averaged over more than 2000 detection events). When fitting
the voltage signal to a single-exponential decay, a time constant
of 1.5 ns was found, which is consistent with values expected
from kinetic inductance-limited reset time of superconducting
detectors.22 Hence, the detector reset dynamics remained widely
unaffected by the remaining Pt–C mask. This behavior can be
rationalized by considering it as parallel resistance with high elec-
trical sheet resistivity. Moreover, the temperature dependence of
the superconducting properties of the nanowire device was charac-
terized to further assess the impact of the Pt–C mask. The critical
currents were measured in a different cryostat in the temperature
range from 1.8 to 10 K, showing very similar behavior to a pre-
vious report on SNSPDs fabricated via conventional lithography
processes.23 Around 4 K, the critical current dropped significantly,
with 50% of the critical current reached at 6 K and 1 μA criti-
cal current at 9 K (critical temperature of corresponding NbTiN
films ∼10–10.5 K20,24). These results illustrate that the presented
fabrication scheme is suitable for achieving devices comparable
to conventional SNSPDs when using relatively thick NbTiN films
(9 nm).

In additional experiments, we attempted to improve the
infrared sensitivity of the SNSPD devices fabricated via our FEBID
approach by using a thinner NbTiN film with a thickness of 6 nm.
While we were able to achieve superconducting meander structures,
self-resetting detector operation was not possible in this case. Fur-
ther studies will be needed to identify the underlying reason; one
potential explanation would be that NbTiN nanowires with lower
thickness are significantly influenced by the presence of the Pt layer
via the inverse proximity effect,25,26 which could be tested by using
alternative materials as FEBID masks (e.g., C or superconducting
W). While we show here superconducting detectors with relatively
narrow linewidths around 100 nm (further patterning tests indi-
cated suitability of the process down to around 50 nm linewidth),
it is expected that the presented method is also suited for microwire-
based detector geometries,27 where the requirements on the critical
dimensions of the patterning are less demanding. In addition to pla-
nar substrates, the proposed FEBID-based approach can be advan-
tageous for integration schemes where detector fabrication needs
to be performed on top of complex three-dimensional topogra-
phies. Such scenarios could be, for instance, occurring for SNSPD
integration with micro-electro-mechanical systems (e.g., miniatur-
ized cryocoolers28 or reconfigurable photonic integrated circuits29)

or for detector integration on tips for cryogenic scanning probe
microscopy (e.g., scanning near-field optical microscopy). Further-
more, as our approach does not require the use of lithography,
it could open up new opportunities for SNSPD integration with
materials not compatible with chemicals associated with resist-based
processing.

Here, we further explored the direct integration of SNSPDs
on side-polished optical fibers via the presented FEBID fabrication
route. Detector integration with optical fibers is interesting, e.g.,
for distributed temperature sensing30,31 and for time domain reflec-
tometry employed in testing and performance evaluation of fiber
networks.32,33 Superconducting NbTiN thin films with a thickness
of 10 nm were directly deposited on side-polished optical fibers,
enabled by our robust room temperature magnetron sputtering pro-
cess compatible with a large variety of photonic material platforms.24

Nanowire meander structures were fabricated using FEBID depo-
sition of a Pt–C mask followed by reactive ion etching, analogous
to above. To facilitate sample handling and contact fabrication, the
fiber was placed in trenches on a silicon substrate obtained via deep
etching and fixed on the substrate via adhesive tape [Fig. 3(a)]. An
Al thin film patterned via photolithography served as a hard mask
as well as used for establishing electrical contacts to the nanowire
meander on the fiber, which was achieved via conductive silver glue.
The Al pads were connected to a printed circuit board via wire bond-
ing. A representative image of a superconducting nanowire meander
on the side-polished fiber is shown in Fig. 3(b). Note that the pol-
ished fiber surface exhibited a significant amount of defects, but
pre-inspection of the sample allowed for placing the meander struc-
ture in a suitable area free of extended irregularities. In the described
configuration, we were able to achieve a fiber-integrated supercon-
ducting nanowire meander with a critical current of 55 μA. The light
sensitivity of the device was confirmed at a constant bias current of
30 μA. Detection events were observed under visible-light flood illu-
mination, whereas no counts were registered when turning off the
light source. However, we measured voltage pulse signals [Fig. 3(c)]
with comparatively low amplitude and the fiber-integrated super-
conducting nanowire latched,34 which we attribute to a too large
series resistance35 introduced by the sub-optimum detector con-
tacting scheme. Future experiments will be required to elaborate
low-resistance electrical connections from the nanowire detector
to the printed circuit board in the cryostat. Promising approaches
include conductive adhesives, ribbon bonding, and tape-automated
bonding.

The presented scheme for coupling superconducting detectors
to optical fibers is different from those reported in the literature.
In addition to standard packaging schemes that rely on aligning
the fiber end facet with the superconducting detector and bring-
ing it in close proximity,36 detectors directly fabricated on fiber end
facets via focused ion beam milling37 and lithography combined
with reactive ion etching38 have been shown. SNSPDs have also been
coupled to microfibers, relying on the proximity of their evanescent
field and interaction distances up to hundreds of micrometers.39,40

While the coupling efficiency between side-polished structures and
nanowire meanders needs to be evaluated in further tests, we antic-
ipate that our approach could be useful for fiber-based experiments
in transmission configuration where the evanescent field needs to
be probed at high spatial resolution around the fiber circumference.
With the possibility of multi-detector and/or multi-pixel integration,
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FIG. 3. Superconducting nanowire struc-
tures integrated on a side-polished opti-
cal fiber. (a) Packaging of optical fiber
on a deep-etched silicon substrate and
contacting scheme via Al pads (scale bar
250 μm). (b) Scanning electron micro-
graph of the superconducting nanowire
meander (scale bar 1 μm). (c) Voltage
pulse of the fiber-integrated nanowire
meander during visible-light illumination.

potentially in combination with hybrid approaches,41 such SNSPDs
could, for instance, find applications in fiber-integrated cold atom
experiments42 or for trapped ion qubit readouts43 in a cryogenic
environment.

In summary, we have demonstrated a resist-free fabrication
scheme for SNSPDs based on NbTiN thin films. Our approach relies
on a focused electron beam for nanofabrication, preventing potential
defect generation within the superconducting layer resulting from
exposure to ion beams.44 Moreover, it allows for pre-inspection of
the sample before patterning, which is particularly useful for fabrica-
tion on non-standard substrates and surfaces with extended defects.
Relying on FEBID of a Pt–C mask, we achieved meander structures
with a nanowire width of around 100 nm for the detection of visible
and near-infrared photons. Our results pave the way for integrating
SNSPDs in complex three-dimensional device configurations.
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